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Abstract—During the recent years, correlation filters have
shown dominant and spectacular results for visual object track-
ing. The types of the features that are employed in these family of
trackers significantly affect the performance of visual tracking.
The ultimate goal is to utilize robust features invariant to any
kind of appearance change of the object, while predicting the
object location as properly as in the case of no appearance
change. As the deep learning based methods have emerged, the
study of learning features for specific tasks has accelerated. For
instance, discriminative visual tracking methods based on deep
architectures have been studied with promising performance.
Nevertheless, correlation filter based (CFB) trackers confine
themselves to use the pre-trained networks which are trained
for object classification problem. To this end, in this manuscript
the problem of learning deep fully convolutional features for the
CFB visual tracking is formulated. In order to learn the proposed
model, a novel and efficient backpropagation algorithm is pre-
sented based on the loss function of the network. The proposed
learning framework enables the network model to be flexible
for a custom design. Moreover, it alleviates the dependency on
the network trained for classification. Extensive performance
analysis shows the efficacy of the proposed custom design in
the CFB tracking framework. By fine-tuning the convolutional
parts of a state-of-the-art network and integrating this model to
a CFB tracker, which is the top performing one of VOT2016,
18% increase is achieved in terms of expected average overlap,
and tracking failures are decreased by 25%, while maintaining
the superiority over the state-of-the-art methods in OTB-2013
and OTB-2015 tracking datasets.
Index Terms—visual tracking, correlation filters, deep feature
learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major problems in computer vision is single
object visual tracking, which has potential applications includ-
ing visual surveillance, security and defense applications and
human computer interaction. Although the definition of this
problem varies according to the application and the type of the
target object, it can be described as tracking an object, which
is marked by the user at the beginning of a video sequence.
Tracking is accomplished by predicting the state of the object
at each frame. The benchmark datasets [1] and [2], which
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are useful tools to assess the performances of the tracking
algorithms, define the ground truth object state as the bounding
box surrounding the object in the image domain. Thus, if
there is more overlap between the prediction and the ground
truth bounding box, more accurate localization of the target
is obtained. In order to improve the accuracy of the tracking,
various machine learning concepts have been borrowed, such
as sparse generative methods [3], [4], support vector machines
[5] and deep learning [6], [7].
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Fig. 1: Method overview: A CNN model is trained to improve
the correlation quality such that when the correlation filter hθ and
the observation xθ (both depend on the parameters of the CNN
model) are circularly correlated, the resulting correlation output will
be improved. This can be achieved by training the model with
appropriate set of xraw and yraw pairs which differ in the appearance
and translation of the object with respect to the center of the patch.
During the last decade, a substantial amount of effort has
been put on the correlation filter based (CFB) trackers, while
the pioneering study of Bolme et.al. [8] has triggered the use of
correlation filters for visual tracking. Concretely, the attractive
participants and the winners of the Visual Object Tracking
(VOT) challenges are from the CFB tracking family in the last
three years. This being the case, various improvements over
the base correlation filter formulation are frequently proposed
to enhance the accuracy of the tracking. The best performing
trackers of VOT2015 [9] and VOT2016 [10] challenges utilize
the pre-trained deep features [11] specifically trained on the
large scale image recognition datasets [12], [13] for object
classification. In order to employ these networks to the CFB
frameworks, only convolutional layers are utilized, since the
shift invariance property is intended to be maintained due
to the nature of the correlation operation. The correlation
capability of the features are limited to the classification net-
work, which will hopefully generate good features to correlate.
Nevertheless, learning deep convolutional features for CFB
tracking cost function is still unexplored.
In order to break the limits of the aforementioned models
of object recognition, we address the problem of learning a
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fully convolutional neural network which generates useful fea-
ture maps for correlation operation. The proposed framework
consists of a single fully convolutional network. Training of
the model is performed by propagating two image patches,
which contain the same visual object, through the model.
Once the feature maps of the top layer are obtained for
each image patch, the correlation filter is calculated from the
template patch, and the difference between the estimated and
desired correlation response is to be minimized. The reduction
of the difference between these two signals is obtained by
the backpropagation of the error and the stochastic gradient
descent procedure as in the case of training a classification
based CNN architecture.
In this study, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• A framework to train a fully convolutional deep network
is presented for the correlation filter cost function.
• We provide an efficient formulation to backpropagate the
network according to the CFB loss.
• In order to efficiently train networks with large number of
feature channels at their final layer, we propose to include
an auxiliary layer with few number of feature channels
as the final layer of the network.
• The network trained on the dataset generated for our
specific scenario is integrated into the CFB tracking
methods DSST [14], SAMF [15] and CCOT [16]. This
significantly boosts the performance of the integrated
trackers in benchmark datasets, VOT2016, OTB-2013 and
OTB-20151.
In the remaining part of the manuscript, we first present
the closely related work to our visual tracking framework in
Section II. The ultimate goal is to obtain robust feature maps
to be employed in CFB trackers. Hence, the CFB formulation
is explained in Section III. In Section IV, the proposed feature
learning method is given with detailed derivations. Section V
reports the experimental results as well as the implementation
details and dataset generation. Finally, Section VI discusses
conclusive remarks about the proposed methodology and
promising feature work.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous methods have been proposed to solve the visual
tracking problem for decades. In this section, our aim is to give
a literature survey as comprehensive and recent as possible to
link the proposed method and the state-of-the-art trackers.
A. Discriminative Trackers
Discriminative methods utilize a classifier model, which is
responsible for the classification of a visual sample as either
the object or background. Model training is performed by
collecting positive and negative examples from the region
of interest that is provided at the beginning of the tracking.
The object localization is generally performed by looking for
the candidate location with the highest classifier score. The
Haar-like features [17] and/or Local Binary Patterns [18] are
1The source code and the presented results are publicly available. Please
check https://github.com/egundogdu/CFCF
employed in [19] and [20] to train an ensemble of classifiers,
since these features can be efficiently extracted by integral
images. Support Vector Machines are employed in [5] and
further improved in [21], [22]. Deep learning based track-by-
classification methods are also studied in the works, such as [7]
and [6]. Nevertheless, discriminative methods must evaluate
their classifiers at each candidate location, thus bringing a
significant computational load.
B. Generative Methods
Unlike the discriminative tracking approaches, generative
methods describe appearance model for the object and op-
tionally for the background. The object location is estimated
as the one which contains the test instance with the most
similarity to the appearance model. The model is updated with
the object instance gathered from the predicted location. The
study in [23] proposes an online subspace learning method.
Another method in [24] models the object appearance in terms
of the brightness histogram of the object patch. On the other
hand, sparse visual trackers are proposed in [3], [4], [25] and
[26], which mainly obtain a sparse projection of the object
instances with respect to a dictionary consisting of the object
templates. In [27] and [28], a joint sparsity constraint is forced
in such a way that the resulting sparse coefficients are not only
sparse themselves, but also their usage for different samples
are sparse as well. Non-negative matrix factorization is also
casted to the visual tracking problem in [29] to learn a non-
negative dictionary. Generative methods suffer from the same
problem, the evaluation of the objectness at each candidate
location, as the discriminative trackers do.
C. Correlation Filter Based Trackers
Correlation filters have become popular by the pioneering
study in [8], which mainly attempts to minimize the sum of
squared error between the desired correlation response and
the circular correlation of the filter and the object patch.
Utilizing the Convolution Theorem and properties of Fast
Fourier Transform, the minimization of correlation filter cost
is efficiently computed in the frequency domain. The work in
[14] extends [8] by formulating the multi-channel support and
employing HOG feature maps. In addition, the method in [14]
has a multi scale search support to estimate the scale of the
object and to increase the tracking performance.
Kernelized correlation filters (KCF) are proposed in [30].
[31] generalizes [30] for multi-channel support. Various ex-
tensions of KCF is proposed in [32], [33] and [34] for scale
estimation as well as part-based proposal combinations. The
imperfect training example issue is addressed in [35] and [36]
by applying a spatial regularization on the corelation filter to
increase the search range. In [37], spatial constraints are forced
on the correlation filter. The study in [38] simultaneously
learns the correlation filter and the desired correlation response
to circumvent the problems of circularly shifted training
patches. To distinguish the object from the background, color
statistics are used in [39] as a complementary model to
correlation filters. On the other hand, the tracker in [40] learns
the correlation filter by considering the background patches
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surrounding the target object, and achieves a good trade-off
between computational complexity and accuracy.
Pre-trained deep CNN models are utilized in [41] and [42]
as the feature maps to correlate. Moreover, the method in [16]
presents a continuous domain correlation filter learning to ad-
dress the utilization of feature maps with different resolution.
Concurrently with our proposed method, two independent
studies ([43] and [44]) have recently been presented to train
fully convolutional networks for correlation filter based track-
ing. Valmadre et al. [43] propose to learn a fully convolutional
network along with the element-wise logistic loss function
while considering the correlation filter formulation in their
framework as we do. However, our proposed cost function
reduces the squared error between the desired and estimated
correlation responses, which is the multiple channel correlation
filter cost function. Moreover, we train a larger network model
than those of [43] and [44], and observe a significant amount
of tracking performance increase in benchmark datasets, while
[43] and [44] mainly concentrate on lightweight architectures
for less computational complexity. In this study, the backprop-
agation formulations are based on the generalized chain rule
and the conjugate symmetry property of real signals in the
Fourier domain, however, the backpropagation derivations are
performed in [43] by exploiting the adjoint of differentials.
Furthermore, the proposed framework has been trained on our
generated dataset from ILSVRC Video dataset, which attempts
to handle the imperfect training example issue, whereas both
the test image and the template patch have the target object
centered in [43], and a relatively smaller dataset is adopted
in [44]. Finally, our proposed feature learning framework
achieves favorable performance against these concurrent works
since the proposed method mainly focuses on training a rela-
tively larger network, and achieves the state-of-the-art results
in benchmark tracking datasets.
D. Custom Architectures for Visual Tracking
Recently, various deep architectures with customized layers
or objective functions have been proposed. An application
of Siamese feature learning to the visual object tracking is
proposed in [45] where the network learns to output similar
features for various appearances of the target object and dis-
similar ones for the target and non-target samples. Neverthe-
less, evaluation of many candidates are quite expensive. Hence,
a CNN model is introduced in [46], which directly learns to
output the relative location of the object with respect to a
reference object instance and avoids the expensive candidate
evaluations and the feature matching phase. Unlike the model
in [46] employing fully connected layers, a fully convolutional
neural network is presented in [47]. In this approach [47],
the object template and the test frame are passed through the
same convolutional layers, and their correlation is obtained
by the sliding window approach. The sliding window stage is
operated in the convolutional layer format, since the standard
deep learning libraries are efficiently exploited in order not to
sacrifice much from the computation time, while still suffering
from the satisfactory tracking performance.
Another popular concept is Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) [48], which is a useful neural network model, es-
pecially in natural language processing. RNNs are employed
in [49] in order to estimate the confidence map of the target
object by modeling the spatial relationships between the object
and the background. Another spatial perspective is to spatially
model the object structure [50]. This study successfully applies
this idea to the visual tracking problem in order to assist the
CNN layers. Unlike the use of RNNs for the spatial relation-
ships, [51] and [52] propose to learn an RNN model to directly
estimate the motion of the object by modeling their RNNs
to learn the relationships between the frames sequentially.
Nevertheless, the visual tracking experiments are conducted
on the simulation data, and they lack the performance on the
standard benchmarks, such as VOT challenges [53], [9], [10]
or Online Tracking Benchmarks [1], [2].
E. Combining Trackers
Combination of multiple online trackers is another research
path. For instance, multiple correlation trackers are run at
different parts of the object in [34]. A part-based version of
MOSSE [8] has been proposed in [54] to accomplish object
detection task. Reliable patches are tracked in [55] using KCF
[31] as the base tracker. The work in MEEM [56] selects the
best SVM-based discriminative tracker according to an entropy
minimization criterion. Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
is also used to sample trackers and combine them [57]. On
the other hand, various trackers with mixed feature types are
combined in [58]. Hybrid methods combining generative and
discriminative approaches are proposed in [59], [60]. Since
deep discriminative networks [6] have an impact in the visual
tracking literature, in [61], a tree-structure stores different
appearances in the nodes of the tree as CNN models. This
provides a robustness to significant appearance changes, while
suffering from the heavy computational load.
III. CORRELATION FILTER FORMULATION
In this section, we briefly summarize the two correlation
filter based tracking methods, Discriminative Scale Space
Tracker (DSST) [14] and Continuous Convolution Operator
Tracker (CCOT) [16] for completeness. The learned features
from the proposed framework are integrated into these trackers
due to their notable performance in the benchmark sequences.
A. Multiple Channel Linear Correlation Filters
DSST [14] is the multiple channel extension of MOSSE
[8]. The feature maps {y1, ..., yd} correspond to the training
example y, which consists of particular feature maps, such as
HOG orientation maps or deep feature maps with the same
dimension as the object patch. The desired correlation mask
of the training example y is denoted by gˆ.
L(ht) =
t∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥(
d∑
l=1
hlt ~ yli)− gˆi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+ λ
d∑
l=1
‖hlt‖
2
(1)
Here, λ is the control parameter for l2 regularization term of
the filter, ~ is the circular correlation operation, which can be
described as:
a~ b =
∑
i
a[i]b[n+ i] = F−1{A∗ B}, (2)
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where F−1,  and ∗ are the inverse DFT, element-wise mul-
tiplication and the conjugation operations, respectively. The
lowercase letters represent the signals in the spatial domain,
whereas the uppercase letters denote the signals in the DFT
domain.
Moreover, the subscripts of the variables indicate the time
indices, i.e., hlt is the l
th feature channel of the corelation
filter calculated at time t. As (1) suggests, a set of filters
{hlt}dl=1 are to be estimated such that the correlation operation
between hlt’s and x
l
i’s are summed and the error between
the desired response gˆi’s and the summed correlation results
d∑
l=1
hlt~xli should be minimized under the l2 regularization of
the correlation filters. There exists a closed form solution in
the frequency domain for one training example, i.e. t = 1:
H l =
Y l  Gˆ∗
d∑
k=1
Y k  Y k∗ + λ
,∀l ∈ 1, ..., d, (3)
where the time dependency is dropped for convenience. At
time t, the filter H lt is updated by applying moving average
to the numerator and denominator of (3) separately via the
following relations:
Alt = (1− µ)Alt−1 + µGˆ∗t  Y lt ,
Bt = (1− µ)Bt−1 + µ
d∑
k=1
Y kt  Y k∗t ,
(4)
where µ is the model update rate. The correlation of an object
patch z and the model H lt is calculated by using the updated
numerator Alt and denominator Bt of H
l
t in the frequency
domain using:
c = F−1{(
d∑
l=1
Al∗t  Zl)/(Bt + λ)}, (5)
where the spatial domain correlation mask is obtained by
taking the inverse Fourier transform. The new location of the
object in the next frame is estimated as the location giving the
maximum value at c in (5).
For scale estimation, DSST extracts d˜-dimensional HOG
features for S scale factors. The base target size is multiplied
by the scale factor. The corresponding region is cropped and
described by d˜-dimensional features similar to the location
estimation procedure. Then, the scale correlation filter hscale is
calculated for the scale samples ys ∈ Rd˜×S . The optimal scale
is determined as the scale index giving the highest value on
the correlation response of the test instance zscale and hscale.
B. Continuous Convolution Operators for Visual Tracking
A continuous domain formulation for correlation filters is
proposed in CCOT [16] to combine feature maps of different
resolutions, especially deep feature maps at different layers.
Unlike the constant dimension assumption for all of the
feature maps, each training sample yj is allowed to have the
feature maps with different dimensions as ydj ∈ RNd . To
implicitly model the signals in the continuous domain, the
interval [0, T ) is assumed to be the support interval. For each
feature map d, the interpolation operator is expressed as:
Jd{yd}(t) =
Nd−1∑
n=0
yd[n]bd
(
t− T
Nd
n
)
, (6)
where bd ∈ L2(T ) is the interpolation function. A linear
convolution (or a correlation) operator Sf is required such
that a sample y is mapped to a target confidence response
s(t) = Sf{y}(t). Since there exist d feature maps, the
correlation filters f = (f1, f2, ...fD) ∈ L2(T )D is intended
to be estimated. The convolution operator in the continuous
domain is described as:
Sf{x} =
D∑
d=1
fd ∗ Jd{yd} (7)
In the above relation, ∗ is the continuous domain correlation.
Although the initial signals are discrete, they are first converted
to the continuous domain by using the operation Jd{yd}.
Moreover, there should be continuous desired values gj for
each training example yj . The correlation filter cost function
is defined in the continuous domain by:
E(f) =
m∑
j=1
αj‖Sf{yj} − gj‖2 +
D∑
d=1
‖wfd‖2, (8)
Here, αj represents the importance of the sample yj , and w
is a spatial penalty function to regularize the correlation filter
in the spatial domain for suppressing the boundaries.
In order to learn the filter f minimizing the cost in (8),
the operations are projected to the discrete frequency domain.
Then, the cost in (8) is converted to a set of normal equations.
The Conjugate Gradient Descent is utilized to iteratively
optimize this cost. The implementation details can be found
in [16]. Once the object is localized, a multi-scale search
is adopted with S scales to find the best matching scale by
looking at the correlation response at every scale.
Thus far, the correlation filter based tracking methods that
are tested in this study are summarized and these techniques
are utilized to assess the effectiveness of the proposed feature
learning method. The proposed framework is presented next.
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR FEATURE LEARNING
A. Preliminaries
In order to perform the training of the proposed framework
in Figure 1, a set of triplet training samples is required. A
triplet is represented by Ti , {xi, yi, gi}. yi is the template
image patch which contains the object at its center. xi is the
test image patch including the non-centered object. gi is the
desired correlation response which has a peak at the location
shifted from the center of the patch by the amount of the
correct motion of the object between xi and yi. Throughout the
intermediate derivation and equivalences between them, these
three discrete signals are assumed to be 1-dimensional. The
derivations are also valid for 2-dimensional case, since all of
the utilized operations are separable for horizontal and vertical
dimensions, such as Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). For a
signal x, x[n] denotes its nth component, and x[n + i] is its
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shifted version by an integer amount i to the left circularly. The
circular shift is important to exploit the Correlation Theorem
for real signals.
It is notable that a feature generation function f(.) of the
image patch I , which is typically integrated into the CFB
trackers, should carry the shift invariance property, i.e. if
Iθ[x][y] = f(I[x][y]) and Yθ[x][y] = f(I[x− kδx][y − kδy]),
then Yθ[x][y] ≈ Iθ[x− δx][y − δy] should be satisfied, where
I[.][.] is a 2-D discrete signal and k is the scale factor of
the transformation function f(.). Thus, we employ fully con-
volutional CNN models, which contain convolutional, batch
normalization, pooling and ReLU layers. These layers do not
violate this property.
B. The Proposed Loss Function for Parameter Learning
The proposed learning methodology utilizes the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) as in most of the deep learning
frameworks. Our cost function for N triplet examples is
defined as:
L =
N∑
i=1
L(θ)i, (9)
where
L(θ)i =
∥∥∥∥∥
d∑
l=1
hli(θ)~ xli(θ)− gi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(10)
In the equation above, xli(θ) is the network output
with parameters θ for the input patch xi. In (10) and
(9), θ represents the parameters of the fully convolu-
tional network model. As it is given in (3), hli(θ) =
F−1{(Y li (θ) Gˆ∗i )/(
d∑
k=1
Y ki (θ) Y k∗i (θ) + λ)} is the min-
imizing correlation filter for the feature map l, which is a
function of {yli(θ)}dl=1 (yli(θ) is the output of the network for
yi). Note that, in this formulation, Gˆi represents the DFT of
the centered desired Guassian shaped correlation response for
the template yi as in (3). The goal of the proposed method is
to learn appropriate values for θ that will help to reduce the
cost in (9).
The major difference between the correlation filter cost
in (1) and the proposed one in (9) is that the cost in (9)
is minimized with respect to the network parameters θ for
the given correlation filter solution in (3), whereas the cost
in (1) is minimized with respect to the correlation filters
{hli}dl=1(θ),∀i. The regularization part in the second term
of (1) is removed in the proposed cost function, since the
correlation filter solution in (3) already penalizes the norm
of the correlation filters. We hypothesize that the correlation
quality will increase during test time in a visual tracking
application, if the proposed cost function is reduced with
respect to the parameters of the network by a stochastic
training process on an appropriately generated dataset.
C. Gradient of the Loss, L(θ)i
In order to learn a model with parameter set θ, the gradient
of the loss with respect to θ is required. By the multivariable
chain rule, the gradient of the loss in (10) can be written as2:
∇θL =
∑
l
dL
dxl
dxl
dθ
+
∑
l
dL
dyl
dyl
dθ
, (11)
By applying the multivariable chain rule again, the first
multiplicand in the second term of (11) becomes:
dL
dyl
=
d∑
k=1
dL
dhk
dhk
dyl
(12)
If the error signal e[n] is defined as:
e[n] =
∑
l
∑
i
hl[i]xl[i+ n]− g[n], (13)
the terms dL
dxl
and dL
dhk
in (11) and (12) can be written as:
dL
dhk
= F−1{E∗ Xk}
dL
dxl
= F−1{E H l}
(14)
The partial derivatives in (14) are derived in Appendix A. The
Jacobians of the vectors yl and xl with respect to the model
parameters θ (dy
l
dθ and
dxl
dθ ) can be efficiently calculated by
using the standard backpropagation tools of the existing deep
learning libraries.
Till now, all of the terms to calculate the gradient in (11)
are presented, except for the Jacobian dh
k
dyl
. Since the relations
between hk and yl are in the DFT domain as described in
(3), this term should be first converted to the DFT domain as
follows:
dhk
dyl
=
dhk
dHk
dHk
dY l
dY l
dyl
= FH
dHk
dY l
F, (15)
where F and FH are DFT and inverse DFT matrices, re-
spectively. The relation between Hk and Y l are expressed
independently for each frequency component as in (3). Hence,
the derivative of the division rule enables us to write:
dHk
dY l
= I(k == l)diag
(
Gˆ∗/ (D(Y ))
)
−diag
(
Gˆ∗  Y k  Y l∗
(D(Y ))2
)
−diag
(
Gˆ∗  Y k  Y l
(D(Y ))2
)
M
(16)
where I(.) is the indicator function yielding 1 when
its argument is true, and 0 otherwise, and D(Y ) =
d∑
m=1
Y m  Y m∗ + λ. In the above relations, the signals are
treated as individual complex variables, and M is the matrix
for the circular time reversal operation, equal to dY
l∗
dY l
(i.e.
the Jacobian of Y l∗ with respect to Y l) due to the conjugate
symmetry property of real signals in DFT domain. In other
words, Mv is the time reversed version of the signal v by
fixing its first element.
2For the convenience of the derivations, θ and the subscript i representing
the index of the training example are dropped from the variables.
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If the following intermediate signals are defined:
Kkl1 = I(k == l)
Gˆ∗
D(Y )
Kkl2 =
Gˆ∗  Y k  Y l∗
(D(Y ))2
Kkl3 =
Gˆ∗  Y k  Y l
(D(Y ))2
,
(17)
then (15) can be simplified to:
dhk
dyl
= FH(diag(Kkl1 −Kkl2 )− diag(Kkl3 )M)F (18)
All of the operations performed in the DFT domain are
element-wise multiplication of the signals or their reciprocals,
conjugation operation and so on, which do not violate the
real property of the resulting signals. Hence, the conjugation
operation in the spatial domain keeps the imaginary parts of
the gradient terms to be zero.
Finally, if dh
k
dyl
in (18) and dL
dhk
in (14) are replaced in (12),
and the Hermitian operation is taken for the overall expression,
∇ylL =
dL
dyl
= F−1{
d∑
k=1
(Kkl1 −Kkl2 )∗Ak− (Kkl3 Ak
∗
)}
(19)
is obtained as the gradient of the loss in (10) for the lth feature
map of the template image patch y. In (19), Ak stands for the
DFT of dL
dhk
.
During the training process, the gradient of the cost with
respect to the parameters and the activations of the network
are computed as explicitly derived and formulated above for
BN triplet examples ({Ti}BNi=1) in a batch. Then, the GD
optimization is performed for all of the randomly sampled
batches.
It should be noted that the proposed method can be modified
so that feature channels are independent from each other.
However, treating the feature channels independently makes it
difficult to reduce the loss function due to the decrease of the
frequency components in the denominator of (3) and probably
causing the gradient overflow in spite of the careful selection
of learning rate. Moreover, the employed formulation is opti-
mal according to (1). Due to the aforementioned reasons, we
prefer the current loss and leave the independence assumption
on the feature channels as a future study.
D. Computational Complexity and Its Reduction
It is notable that all of the necessary gradient terms in (11)
and (12) can be efficiently computed in the DFT domain with
only element-wise multiplications, divisions, summations and
DFT transform operations. The main computational burden
results from the DFT calculation with the complexity of
O(Plog(P )) (P is the length of the signal). Moreover, the
operation in (19) is performed for each feature index out of
d feature maps. Hence, the final complexity of backpropa-
gating one triplet through the network has the complexity of
O(dP log(P )). Depending on the value of d (typically ranging
between 64 and 512), this complexity could be impractical. In
our Matlab implementation, the training speeds are 36, 16 and
6 frames per second for d values 32, 64 and 128, respectively.
To train the convolutional parts of VGG as fast as the
classification networks such as Alexnet [62] and VGG [11],
an auxiliary layer with relatively fewer feature maps has been
added on top of the conv− 5 layer to reduce the computation
time. It is observed that the robustness of the localization
improves as the number of feature maps increase [16], [42].
However, it can be claimed that if the correlation quality
of a layer is enhanced, then this quality is expected to be
transferred to the lower layers. This claim is analyzed in
Appendix B for a layer with two feature maps and a layer
with single feature map which is the summation of the two
feature maps of the previous layer under mild assumptions.
Moreover, the amount of quality improvement reduces as the
distance between the layers increases. In this way, the outputs
of all the convolutional layers before top one can be used
as “good” features without increasing the complexity of the
training stage.
In the following section, the implementation details and the
conducted experiments are presented to show the validity of
our approach.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Performance Evaluation
The proposed tracker configurations are evaluated on OTB-
2013 [1], OTB-2015 [2] and VOT2016 [10] datasets. OTB-
2013 is a subset of OTB-2015 whereas VOT2016 is the
2016 challenge dataset of the Visual Object Tracking (VOT)
committee.
For OTB, there exist two main performance metrics. 1)
Success curve is computed by the ratio of successfully tracked
frames according to a threshold on the overlap ratio, which
is defined as the intersection over union of the predicted
and ground-truth bounding boxes. The trackers are ranked
according to the Area-Under-Curve (AUC) score of the success
curve. Overlap precision (OP) is also a respectable metric
which orders the trackers according to the value of the average
success on the threshold 0.5. 2) Precision curve is plotted
according to the center localization error and the ratio of the
frames with a localization error below a threshold is accept as
the distance precision (DP). The curve is plotted by varying the
threshold and the trackers are ranked according to the average
distance precision value at 20 pixels.
VOT2016 has a different tracking assessment technique
including three major metrics. 1) Accuracy is the mean inter-
section over union of the frames in a sequence. 2) Failure is
the mean number of failures per sequence. These two metrics
are raw metrics. The ranking of a particular metric (failure or
accuracy) is obtained by ordering the compared trackers with
respect to that metric, and the statistically significant tracker
rankings are merged. 3) Expected average overlap (EAO) is
estimated for a selected range of sequence lengths. Concretely,
a specific expected average overlap φNs is estimated by
averaging the accuracy values in the segments that are longer
than Ns while discarding the segments shorter than Ns with
no failure termination. The segments shorter than Ns with a
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failure are zero-padded; hence, penalizing the failure case for
that particular Ns length. These φNs values are determined
for the set {φNs}NhiNlo and the final score is the mean of
these expected values in the set. Nlo and Nhi are determined
according to the sequence length histogram of the dataset.
B. Dataset Generation
The proposed method is realized by generating two datasets
with appropriate fully convolutional models. For the first
dataset, we generate 200K training examples by utilizing the
VOT2015 dataset [9], consisting of 60 sequences with different
attributes. The bounding box of each object is provided for
each frame. We crop approximately two times larger area
of the object size and resize the images to the appropriate
size of the network (101×101 in our experiments). To keep
the aspect ratio of the objects, we crop the squares from the
region of interests of the object, where the side length of the
square is 2
√
WH (W and H are the width and height of the
object, respectively.). Generated yraw centers the object, since
these patches are indeed templates for us. However, xraw is
obtained by shifting the center of the object, since our aim
is to break the influence of the circular translation over the
actual translation. The shift amount is determined by a random
variable which is uniformly distributed in the range of values
[−0.3×W, 0.3×W ] and [−0.3×H, 0.3×H] for horizontal and
vertical translations. The frame difference between yraw and
xraw is a Gaussian random variable with standard deviation
of 5 frames. We entitle this dataset as Convolutional Features
for Correlation Filters VOT2015 (CFCF VOT2015 for short).
The custom architecture model has been trained on a dataset
generated by using VOT2015 dataset including 60 video
sequences. 11 of the sequences in VOT2015 also exist in OTB-
2013 Benchmark dataset [1]. Thus, it prevents the evaluation
to be fulfilled on the full OTB-2013 sequences. Moreover,
VOT2015 is not a large-scale dataset even though the gen-
erated samples are over 200K. This situation discourages to
train or fine-tune the state-of-the-art convolutional networks
such as [11], [63]. In order to handle this situation, a new
dataset is generated from the large-scale video sequences of
ILSVRC challenge dataset [13].
The existing benchmarks OTB-2013[1], OTB-2015 [2],
VOT2014 [53], VOT2015 [9], VOT2016 [10], NUS-PRO [64]
and ALOV [65] have limited number of sequences (less than a
thousand). Moreover, some of these datasets have overlapping
sequences (e.g., VOT2015 and VOT2016 is a subset of ALOV
and OTB datasets.). Thus, the total number of sequences are
not large enough to conveniently train a large network model.
As a secondary note, all of these datasets contain sequences
with similar appearances and challenges, hence increasing the
risk of memorization. Due to the aforementioned reasons, in
our study, we also employ ILSVRC Video dataset for our
training and OTB and VOT datasets for testing as in [47]. In
the 2015 challenge organized by ILSVRC [13], a new dataset
is presented for the challenge, namely “Object Detection from
Video”, which has more than 4000 videos. In each video,
an object out of 30 classes acts and the bounding box for
each frame is provided. This rich amount of annotated data
(a) Single channel architecture
(b) Multiple channel architecture
Fig. 2: The custom architectures which are trained on the
CFCF VOT2015.
is utilized to generate our 200K triplet samples (the desired
response, the localized and unlocalized patches) as it is done
for VOT2015, and called as CFCF ILSVRC for short.
C. CNN Architectures
1) The Custom Architectures for CFCF VOT2015 Dataset:
Two custom architectures are designed and illustrated in
Figure 2a and 2b. The first one outputs a single feature map,
whereas the second one yields multiple feature maps. The
trackers utilizing these networks and the tracker DSST [14]
will be called DSST CFCF and DSST MCFCF for single
and multiple channel correlation filters, respectively. CFCF
VOT2015 is a medium scale dataset. Hence, we opt to design
a relatively small architecture with respect to the state-of-the-
art CNNs, such as [11]. For this purpose, the input to our
network is 3 channel input image in 101 × 101 dimensions.
Our architecture consists of 4 convolutional layers. All of these
layers have a batch normalization layer after the convolutional
layer part. The first three of them have a rectified linear unit
(ReLU) [62] layer with a leak of 0.1 [66], [67]. In order to keep
the spatial size of the feature maps constant, convolutional
layers have the appropriate padding (e.g. padding value is 1
for a 3 × 3 kernel). The number of feature maps are shown
in Figure 2. The final layer outputs the map which will be
utilized for the correlation task (x(θ) and y(θ) of Figure 1).
2) Fine-tuning VGG-M [11] for CFCF ILSVRC Dataset:
Unlike the network described above, the VGG-M network in
[11] is exploited in such a way that this network is cut from the
first fully connected layer (fc6), since the built framework only
accepts the convolutional layers due to their shift invariance
property. Although any other network model could be selected,
VGG-M is fine-tuned to fairly compare against the CCOT
tracker [16], which utilizes the zeroth, the first and the fifth
convolutional layers of VGG-M. In the literature, there exist
efforts for the investigation of the useful feature maps. For
instance, the study in [41] performs analysis on the effect of
different convolutional layers of AlexNet [62] and VGG-VD
[63] models in a correlation filter based tracking framework,
where conv-5 layer results in better performance than conv-3
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and conv-4. Moreover, the analysis in deepSRDCF [42] also
verifies that the conv-5 layer of [11] is the best performing
layer. Since our baseline tracker CCOT is based on the tracker
deepSRDCF [42], we prefer utilizing conv-1 and conv-5 layers
along with the RGB channels of the image.
In order to train convolutional layers of VGG-M, an aux-
iliary layer with 32 feature maps is added as the layer to
be optimized by our cost function in (9) by following the
discussion in Section IV-D and Appendix B. This augmen-
tation is necessary, because the final convolutional layer of
VGG-M has 512 feature maps and the training with respect to
the proposed loss becomes infeasible. The tracker obtained
by integrating fully convolutional layers of VGG-M [11],
fine-tuned in CFCF ILSVRC dataset with our cost function,
into CCOT is simply called CFCF. The decrease of the
cost in (9) and the localization error, i.e., Euclidean distance
between the desired and estimated object location, are plotted
in Figure 3 during fine-tuning VGG-M network on CFCF
ILSVRC dataset. During training, 51% of the time is spent
for calculating the gradient terms of the loss function ( dL
dxl
and dL
dyl
), whereas 14% and 34% of the time are spent for
forward and backward propagation of the convolutional parts
of the model, respectively. The remaining time is consumed
by other stages such as updating the weights (3.5%).
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Fig. 3: The drop of the loss in (9) and the localization error
during the training epochs for fine-tuning VGG-M network.
D. Evaluation in OTB-2013 by Training on CFCF VOT2015
1) Comparison with respect to hand-crafted features: In
order to understand the effects of different feature types on
the tracking performance, a comparative analysis has been
carried out. For this purpose, we work on DSST [14], which
is a state-of-the-art multi-channel CFB tracker with a scale
search support. For fair comparisons, the only revised part
in this tracker is its feature extraction stage. Tracking per-
formance of different feature configurations are presented in
Table I. The proposed single and multiple feature map con-
figurations (DSST CFCF and DSST MCFCF, respectively)
perform favorably against the use of hand-crafted features
in terms of mean OP and mean DP, although the number
of maps are fewer than the hand-crafted ones of DSST. In
Fig. 4: One-Pass-Evaluation (OPE) curves. Left: Overlap precision
(OP) and right: center localization error (CLE).
other words, DSST CFCF and DSST MCFCF have 4 and
11 feature maps, respectively, while DSST employs 28 HOG
maps. DSST MCFCF has the best performance among the
compared feature combinations.
2) Comparison with respect to the state-of-the-art track-
ers: For comparing our learned features against the recently
proposed trackers, CCOT [16] (winner of VOT2016), which
allows the use of multi-resolution feature maps, is adopted.
For this purpose, we integrate our last layer features as well
as the zeroth and first layers after the ReLU part, resulting in
27 feature maps compared to 611 feature maps of CCOT [16].
This configuration, called MCFCF CCOT, is also compared
against deepSRDCF [42] (the 2nd best of VOT2015 challenge)
utilizing 96 feature maps of [11]. A recent work SiamFC
[47], where a fully convolutional model is trained for sliding
window matching, is also compared with the proposed method.
Figure 4 presents OPE results on 40 sequences of [1]. Re-
garding average OP values (the left of Figure 4), the proposed
27 feature maps yield a close performance to CCOT with
611 features. Meanwhile, it outperforms deepSRDCF, which
utilizes 96 feature maps. On the other hand, the proposed
method performs favorably against deepSRDCF and SiamFC
in terms of CLE values (the right of Figure 4).
In Table II, AUC values of OP are presented for 11
attributes. For most attributes, the proposed features perform
close to CCOT, such as in the sequences with scale variation
(SV), deformation (DEF) and background clutter (BC).
E. Evaluations in OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 by Training on
CFCF ILSVRC
The fine-tuned VGG-M is tested on OTB-2013 with 51
videos and OTB-2015 with 100 videos. As in [16], the zeroth,
first and fifth convolutional layers of VGG are employed.
For the remaining part of the simulations, CCOT [16] and
SAMF [15] are utilized to integrate our learned features, and
the proposed configurations are denoted as SAMF CFCF and
CCOT CFCF, respectively. Moreover, we re-run the CCOT
configuration that the authors use for their ECCV submission
[16], since the results might change on different CPUs. This
configuration is named as CCOT VGG, while SAMF VGG
is SAMF that employs VGG features as described earlier.
For SAMF CFCF, the default parameters of [15] is used
except for the learning rate, which is halved, since the utilized
features (VGG and CFCF), which are more robust than hand-
crafted ones, perform better with relatively lower learning
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TABLE I: Analysis on feature type and quantity. Raw: raw image intensities, X Grad: magnitude of the horizontal gradient, Y Grad:
magnitude of the vertical gradient, CFCF: learned single feature, MCFCF: learned multiple features. Mean OP: average overlap score with
the threshold 0.5, Mean DP: average center location error with the threshold 20 pixels.
DSST GRAY DSST GRAY GRADS DSST [14] DSST CFCF (Proposed) DSST MCFCF (Proposed)
Feature types Raw Raw + X Grad + Y Grad HOG + Raw Single CFCF + Raw + X Grad + Y Grad MCFCF + Raw + X Grad + Y Grad
# of feature maps 1 3 28 4 11
Mean OP% 62.2 67.4 67.3 70.4 70.9
Mead DP% 69.2 70.0 75.0 74.8 74.6
TABLE II: AUC values for 11 attributes of the 40 sequences [1].
IV SV OCC DEF MB FM IPR OPR OV BC LR Avg.
MCFCF CCOT (ours) 0.63 0.66 0.63 0.70 0.69 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.58 0.65 0.62 0.67
CCOT [16] 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.76 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.76 0.68 0.75 0.71
deepSRDCF [42] 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.68 0.69 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.44 0.67
SiamFC [47] 0.57 0.61 0.63 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.65 0.63 0.65 0.60 0.63 0.65
HOG CCOT 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.65 0.64 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.53 0.61 0.53 0.63
MCFCF DSST (ours) 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.58 0.53 0.50 0.57 0.55 0.47 0.55 0.56 0.58
CFCF DSST (ours) 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.50 0.47 0.56 0.54 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.56
DSST [14] 0.56 0.56 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.49 0.58 0.53 0.47 0.52 0.51 0.56
TABLE III: AUC values for 11 attributes for 100 sequences of [2].
IV SV OCC DEF MB FM IPR OPR OV BC LR
CCOT CFCF (ours) 70.0 66.1 67.2 61.4 71.7 67.8 64.4 65.3 66.0 65.2 60.5
CCOT VGG [16] 67.9 65.5 66.0 60.7 69.7 67.1 62.1 64.5 63.0 66.0 58.8
SAMF CFCF ours 55.5 52.6 55.7 50.2 58.0 53.1 56.3 55.6 51.4 59.4 47.6
SAMF VGG 56.8 51.1 54.5 49.6 56.7 53.5 54.0 54.5 55.1 56.4 44.4
deepSRDCF [42] 62.4 60.7 60.3 56.7 64.2 62.8 58.9 60.7 55.3 62.7 47.5
HCF [41] 54.1 48.5 52.6 53.0 58.5 57.0 55.9 53.4 47.4 58.5 43.9
rates. Similarly, for CCOT CFCF, the fine-tuned VGG-M
network is integrated into the CCOT tracker by using its
default hyper-parameters, except for the number of Conjugate
Gradient iterations to compute the correlation filter. Hence, the
best practice is to decrease the overfitting factor. The default
iteration number of CCOT is 5, whereas we only perform 1
conjugate gradient iteration except for the first frame (which
has 100 iterations in both our case and the baseline CCOT
configuration). Hence, the learned features also help to double
the computation speed, as the fps values are reported in Figure
9 for 100 videos of OTB-2015. The fps is measured in Intel
Xeon E5 2623 3.0 GHz except for the CNN feature extraction
part which is performed by NVidia Tesla K40 in MatConvNet
[68]. For a 200× 200 target object, the speed of the proposed
tracker is around 1.7 fps. During tracking, 55% of the time is
consumed for correlation filter learning, 17% and 11% of the
time pass during the CNN feature extraction and the detection
of the object, respectively, while the remaining part is spent
for other functions such as image resizing.
Figure 5 and 6 present the localization error and overlap
curves for OTB-2013 dataset, respectively. Moreover, Figure 7
and 8 show the localization error and overlap curves for OTB-
2015 dataset, respectively. In both of the datasets, the proposed
features maintain its superiority over the baseline trackers
SAMF and CCOT, while performing favourably or comparably
against the state-of-the-art CFB trackers deepSRDCF [42] and
HCF [41]. Per-attribute Area-Under-Curve (AUC) values are
reported in Table III. Except for background clutter (BC),
our proposed tracker performs favorably against CCOT. When
the best performing configurations of the concurrent works
Fig. 5: OTB-2013 localization error curves
Fig. 6: OTB-2013 overlap curves
[43] and [44] are compared against our tracker on OTB2015,
a significant amount of performance increase is observed.
DCFNet [44] has AUC of 57.5 and CFNet [43] has AUC of
58.9, whereas we achieve AUC of 67.8 out of 100.0. This
is probably due to the fact that the concurrent works mainly
focus on speed while we target at accuracy.
F. Evaluation in VOT2016 by Training on CFCF ILSVRC
As it is mentioned in the previous section, the proposed
features that are integrated into CCOT has also been tested in
VOT2016 challenge dataset including 60 videos. For making
fair comparison between the fine-tuned VGG features for
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Fig. 7: OTB-2015 localization error curves
Fig. 8: OTB-2015 overlap curves
Fig. 9: Speed comparison between CCOT (baseline) and the
proposed tracker CFCF on OTB-2015 sequences.
our loss function and the VGG features utilized by CCOT,
VOT2016 challenge configuration of CCOT is utilized. In
that configuration, first and fifth convolutional layers of VGG
are employed as well as the color names of [69] with 11
features and 31 HOG gradient maps in [36]. Table IV reports
the performance results of VOT2016 challenge. Among 71
participants, we only show the top ten trackers and the
proposed tracker CFCF ordered by the EAO metric unifying
the robustness and accuracy of the trackers.
In Figure 10, the ranking results in Table IV is pictured
within a 2-D plot. As the figure shows, the proposed tracker
outperforms all of the existing participants. Moreover, the
proposed features significantly improves the top tracker CCOT
by 18.7% in terms of EAO. On the other hand, the number
TABLE IV: VOT2016 performance results. Unlike OTB ex-
periments using only convolutional layers, CCOT and our
tracker CFCF employ convolutional features, color names, and
HOG orientation maps (c.f. Section V-G for the performance
comparison with only convolutional layers).
Trackers EAO Acc. Rank Rob. Rank Acc. Raw Fail. Raw
CFCF 0.3903 1.98 2.27 0.54 0.63
CCOT [16] 0.3310 2.55 2.95 0.52 0.85
TCNN [61] 0.3249 1.97 3.92 0.54 0.96
SSAT [6], [10] 0.3207 1.62 3.80 0.57 1.04
MLDF [10] 0.3106 3.70 2.82 0.48 0.83
Staple [39] 0.2952 2.57 4.83 0.54 1.35
DDC [10] 0.2929 2.27 4.62 0.53 1.23
EBT [70] 0.2913 5.07 2.88 0.4 0.90
SRBT [10] 0.2904 3.73 4.47 0.50 0.125
STAPLEp [10] 0.2862 2.03 4.42 0.55 1.32
DNT [10] 0.2783 3.03 4.47 0.50 1.18
Fig. 10: Accuracy-Robustness Ranking plot. Closeness to the
top right indicates good tracking performance.
of optimization iterations is reduced to 1 from 5, bringing a
significant decrease in the computation time. It should also be
noted that the number of failures is decreased by 25% with
respect to the CCOT. The raw accuracy performance is also
improved by at least 3.5%. Table V reports the per-attribute
accuracy and failure values of the compared trackers for
VOT2016 dataset. The proposed tracker has favorable accuracy
and failure values compared to CCOT for most of the attribute
types. Notably, CFCF has significantly better accuracy than the
compared trackers for camera motion attribute and less failures
for scale change and camera motion attributes. Regarding
the comparison against the concurrent works [43] and [44],
knowing the fact that [44] has an EAO value below 0.25 (in
VOT2015) and VOT2016 annotations are more challenging,
the possible EAO value of the tracker in [44] would be smaller
than our EAO value. Since CFNet [43] exploits VOT2016
dataset as the validation dataset, we do not compare CFNet
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TABLE V: Per-attribute results of Accuracy/Failures on
VOT2016. Bold indicates the best.
cam. mot. ill. ch. mot. ch. occ. scal. ch.
CFCF 0.57/17.0 0.64/2.0 0.50/15.0 0.47/15.0 0.53/6.0
CCOT [16] 0.56/24.0 0.65/2.0 0.47/20.0 0.44/14.0 0.50/13.0
TCNN [61] 0.55/27.9 0.64/3.1 0.52/22.1 0.51/15.3 0.51/14.9
SSAT [6], [10] 0.57/34.1 0.67/2.3 0.54/21.7 0.51/23.7 0.55/15.1
MLDF [10] 0.51/22.0 0.58/2.0 0.45/19.0 0.41/17.0 0.44/7.0
Staple [39] 0.55/34 0.71/7.0 0.51/35.0 0.43/24.0 0.51/15.0
DDC [10] 0.56/27.0 0.59/5.0 0.52/24.0 0.45/18.0 0.49/14.0
EBT [70] 0.49/20.0 0.41/3.0 0.44/19.0 0.37/17.0 0.36/11.0
SRBT [10] 0.49/33.0 0.44/1.0 0.46/24.0 0.43/20.0 0.43/13.0
STAPLEp [10] 0.56/35.0 0.69/6.0 0.51/33.0 0.44/23.0 0.53/17.0
DNT [10] 0.52/31.8 0.53/2.0 0.49/21.1 0.44/20.1 0.48/11.6
TABLE VI: The effect of fine-tuning VGG-M [11] on the
tracking performance (VOT2016) for grayscale and color
inputs. Pre-trained means VGG-M trained on ImageNet [12]
dataset for classification task, and fine-tuned means Fine-
tuning the pre-trained VGG-M on CFCF ILSVRC dataset for
the proposed correlation filter based tracking loss function.
Feature Type Input Type Acc. Fail. EAO
Fine-tuned RGB 0.53 0.75 0.3398
Pre-trained RGB 0.52 1.00 0.3050
Fine-tuned Grayscale 0.52 1.32 0.2638
Pre-trained Grayscale 0.51 1.47 0.2354
[43] and our tracker on VOT2016 dataset.
G. Ablation Study
We conduct a set of ablation studies on VOT2016 dataset to
analyze how the proposed feature learning framework perform
in different training and input configurations. During these
experiments, only convolutional features are employed.
Utilization of chroma components: Table VI compares
the performances of our tracker configurations for the inputs
with color and gray scale when the zeroth, first and fifth
convolutional layer activations are utilized. Moreover, it also
demonstrates the improvement obtained by fine-tuning the
VGG-M network with our loss function. When the network
is fine-tuned by our framework, in terms of EAO, more than
11% improvement is achieved over the use of pre-trained
network while increasing accuracy by 2% and decreasing the
number of failures by 25%. If the input is grayscale image, the
tracking performance decreases, however, it achieves a close
EAO (0.26) to the top ten trackers among VOT2016 challenge
participants. Moreover, fine-tuning VGG-M network improves
EAO value by 12% over the one trained on ImageNet [12].
Performance analyses of different layers: In this part,
the tracking performances of different layers of our fine-
tuned network model (VGG-M) are investigated. For this pur-
pose, convolutional layers are individually tested on VOT2016
dataset in terms of accuracy, robustness (failures) and EAO.
Then, the best performing higher level (among (conv-3, conv-4
and conv5) convolutional layer and lower level convolutional
TABLE VII: Comparison between different convolutional lay-
ers of the learned network (VGG-M) by the proposed loss
function on VOT2016.
# of samples Accuracy Failures EAO
conv-1 0.52 0.97 0.3062
conv-2 0.53 0.90 0.3187
conv-3 0.50 1.10 0.2719
conv-4 0.50 0.98 0.2895
conv-5 0.50 1.02 0.2994
conv-2+conv-5 0.54 0.82 0.3364
conv-1+conv-5 0.53 0.87 0.3269
TABLE VIII: The effect of training the first four convolutional
layers of VGG-M [11] with the augmented convolutional layer
with 32 feature maps from scratch on the tracking performance
(VOT2016) is reported for varying amount of training data
(CFCF ILSVRC).
# of samples Accuracy Failures EAO
None 0.47 2.38 0.1707
0.5K 0.47 2.45 0.1667
5K 0.48 2.32 0.1749
50K 0.47 2.22 0.1780
200K 0.47 2.05 0.1883
layer (among conv-1 and conv-2) are merged to obtain a
boosted performance. Table VII compares EAO, accuracy and
robustness values of different layers and some combinations.
Conv-2 layer has the best EAO, accuracy and robustness val-
ues. Among the higher convolutional layers, conv-5 performs
better than conv-4. Hence, the combination of conv-2 and conv-
5 performs favorably against conv-2 or conv-5.
Training from scratch: We analyze the impact of the
size of the training set on the tracking performance. For this
purpose, the first four convolutional layers of VGG-M are
utilized. The final and the fifth layer of the model is the
convolutional layer with 32 feature maps. For the tracking
application, these 32 feature maps and color channels of
the input image are employed in CCOT implementation. In
Table VIII, the tracking performance on VOT2016 dataset
improves in terms of average number of failures as the number
of training samples are increased from 500 to 200K. The
randomly initialized network performs favorably against the
one trained with 500 samples. One reason for the perfor-
mance degradation by training a very small amount of data is
overfitting. Remarkably, training 200K samples significantly
improves the EAO value and average failures over the random
network by 10%, and these values are comparable against the
participating trackers of VOT2016 which have average ranking
even though the tracker configuration adopts 35 feature maps
(32 from conv-5 and 3 from color channels).
Failure cases: Figure 11 illustrates some failure cases of
the proposed tracker CFCF with respect to CCOT [16] when
both trackers utilize convolutional, HOG gradient maps and
color names. The sequences are selected according to the case
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(a) The sequence leaves (b) The sequence fish4
(c) The sequence gymnastics1 (d) The sequence motocross2
Fig. 11: Failure cases of our approach in VOT2016 dataset.
Red and blue: indicate CFCF (ours) and CCOT, respectively.
when both of them fail at the same frame or do not fail.
Some failure cases show up in particular sequences though
the proposed features improve the tracking performance over
the ones extracted from the pre-trained model. Some possible
reasons might be the amount of difference between challenges
of VOT2016 and the training set CFCF ILSVRC (the sequence
leaves), abrupt aspect ratio change (the sequence motocross2
and gymnastics1), and object deformation (the sequence fish4).
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we address the feature learning problem for
correlation filter based visual tracking task. For this purpose,
a novel and generic framework is proposed to train any deep
and fully convolutional network. By exploiting the corre-
lation theorem, an efficient backpropagation formulation is
presented to train any fully convolutional network by using
stochastic gradient descent algorithm. The introduced feature
learning method is trained on the frames generated by utilizing
VOT2015 and ILSVRC Video datasets. The learned models
have been integrated into the state-of-the-art correlation filter
based trackers to show the validity of the proposed technique.
In benchmark tracking datasets, favorable performance is
achieved against the state-of-the-art tracking methods. No-
tably, the top performing tracker of VOT2016 challenge has
been improved by at least 18% in terms of the expected
average overlap metric. The proposed methodology can be
adopted to custom deep network designs.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF dL
dhk
AND dL
dxl
By the Correlation Theorem in (2), L is:
L =
∑
n
(∑
l
∑
i
hl[i]xl[i+ n]− g[n]
)2
(20)
The partial derivative for a particular component of hk[m] is:
∂L
∂hk[m]
=
∑
n
(∑
l
∑
i
hl[i]xl[i+ n]− g[n]
)
∂
∑
l
∑
i h
l[i]xl[i+ n]
∂hk[m]
(21)
∂L
∂hk[m]
=
∑
n
(∑
l
∑
i
hl[i]xl[i+ n]− g[n]
)
xk[m+ n] (22)
If we utilize the error signal e[n] =
∑
l
∑
i
hl[i]xl[i+n]− g[n]
defined in (13), the derivatives will have better interpretation
for the sake of both the time and frequency domain. By
substituting this error to (22), the derivative signal will have
an efficient calculation as follows by using (2):
∂L
∂hk[m]
=
∑
n
e[n]xk[m+ n] = [F−1{E∗ Xk}][m] (23)
By utilizing the equation (2), ∂L
∂xl[m]
can be derived as follows:
∂L
∂xl[m]
=
∑
n
e[n]hl[m− n] = [F−1{E H l}][m] (24)
APPENDIX B
THE EFFECT OF A LAYER ON THE CORRELATION QUALITY
OF THE PREVIOUS ONE
In this part, it is analyzed that the correlation quality of
a layer behaves analogous to the layer above it if some
assumptions on the additive appearance noise hold. This noise
can be perceived as the appearance difference between the
template x and the test patch z. Convolutional layers have
a set of 2-D feature maps. To obtain another convolutional
layer on top of the previous one, they are summed with a
set of weight parameters. For this purpose, X is 2-D DFT
of a single feature map obtained from a network in a certain
layer, e.g. lth layer, for the training example x. Similarly, z is
the test patch with the centered object and the corresponding
correlation filter for x is
H =
X  Gˆ∗
X∗ X + γ , (25)
where γ is the regularization parameter, and Gˆ is the DFT of
the desired response gˆ for the template x with a peak in its
center location. If the localized test sample z has the feature
map in DFT domain as Z = X +µ with µ being the additive
noise due to the appearance change of the object, then the
resulting correlation error turns out to be:
Esingle = H∗  Z − Gˆ
=
(
X∗  Gˆ
X∗ X + γ  (X + µ)− Gˆ
)
≈ µX
∗  Gˆ
X∗ X + γ
(26)
If the convolutional kernel at level l−1 is assumed to be 1×1
with their values fixed to 1 and there exists only two feature
maps, then we can split X as X = X1 +X2 by ignoring the
bias terms. In this case, the feature map of the test example
Z will be split as Z = Z1 + Z2, where Z1 = X1 + µ1 and
Z2 = X2 + µ2. The µ1 and µ2 are the individual additive
noises of the feature maps. The two correlation filters are:
H1 =
X1  Gˆ∗
X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 + γ
H2 =
X2  Gˆ∗
X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 + γ
(27)
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The correlation of z and h yields:
Emulti = H∗1Z1 +H∗2Z2 − Gˆ
=
X∗1  Gˆ
X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 + γ
 (X1 + µ1)+
X∗2  Gˆ
X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 + γ
 (X2 + µ2)− Gˆ
(28)
By neglecting the effect of γ value, the error is reduced to
Emulti = µ1X
∗
1  Gˆ+ µ2X∗2  Gˆ
X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 + γ
(29)
To make a similarity between the (26) and (29), the X is
replaced with X1 +X2 and µ = µ1 + µ2 in (26). Moreover,
all of the terms are copied in (29). Finally, we obtain the
following error for single and multiple channels:
Emulti =
µ1X∗1  Gˆ+ µ2X∗2  Gˆ+ µ1X∗1  Gˆ+ µ2X∗2  Gˆ
X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 + γ +X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 + γ
Esingle =
µ1X∗1  Gˆ+ µ2X∗2  Gˆ+ µ1X∗2  Gˆ+ µ2X∗1  Gˆ
X∗1 X1 +X∗2 X2 +X∗1 X2 +X∗2 X1 + γ
(30)
In (29) and (30), both errors are proportional to µ1 and µ2.
Hence, if the sum of these two variables (i.e. µ) decreases,
µ1 and µ2 have also tendency to decrease. This derivation
can be extended to more than two feature maps, where the
same assumption could hold. If the two correlation response
errors in two consecutive layers are almost the same, one can
argue that the mitigation of the appearance noise in one of
the layers is likely to reduce the correlation response error in
another one. Hence, training a fully convolutional model to
reduce its correlation error with respect to the top layer will
eventually increase the correlation quality in the lower layers.
The experimental results have clearly shown that this analysis
is practically valid for most scenarios.
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